Connect to the New World of Outcome-Driven Buildings
Buildings today are full of hidden potential. They have energy coursing through their veins –
heating, cooling, lighting. This energy produces data, and that data is like a language waiting to
be translated. Once it is deciphered, it is full of valuable information and insight. When you
understand what your building is saying – decode its messages and go beyond the data – you
can transform that building into a stronger asset. Your building becomes an asset that can
positively impact your goals.

Trane® is the industry leader in Connected Building Solutions.
At Trane, we go beyond unparalleled HVAC systems. Beyond industry-leading automation and
energy management solutions. Beyond local engineering expertise. We go beyond basic
knowledge to understand how buildings can work better to help businesses succeed.

Connected Building Solutions
Our holistic and robust solutions save energy, save money, keep people comfortable and
increase uptime. Providing the data you need to make key operational decisions that are
aligned to desired business outcomes – delivering documented results.
Building Controls
When you have better control, your building becomes a more energy efficient and comfortable
place to work. Using technology such as sensors, equipment and automation; teamed with
connective services and expertise. A building owner has access to data at their fingertips to gain
the insight that delivers energy goals.
Remote Command
Building activities ebb and flow all day and night. Trane’s dashboards and mobile interfaces
allow you to securely access current information and run systems remotely, giving you more
freedom and increasing productivity.
Integrated Building Systems
In Connected Buildings, everything works together to provide cohesive communication and
assimilated management. With a wide range of scalable applications that simplify the integration
of our systems to other building systems – lighting, security and water – both existing and new.
Building Optimization
Any building can run better and the path to improvement can be found in the data. Once we get
connected to the data sources, Intelligent Services can provide the analytics that indicate where
your building is running well, areas of improvement and what you can do about it. Trane can
also create the customized reports you need to support your operations.
Buildings are increasingly complex, and it takes a team of specialized advisors to make systems
work their best. Trane delivers Connected Building Solutions through centralized engineering,
combined with local design, installation and service expertise. You can stay connected with
Trane on a continuous basis. 24/7 monitoring by Trane advisors helps us solve many issues
more quickly and efficiently, minimizing the impact on your business.
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